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Driven to Dislike 

The “Progress” of Growing Up 

 

 If “The Good Times” are killing you, perhaps the times forced upon you are contrary to 

what your conscious tells you. That is the irony latent in Lynda Barry’s The Good Times are 

Killing Me. Edna’s story is a conflict against conventions; conventions that ultimately win out in 

the end. Edna and Bonna fall apart – they finally acquiesce to a social structure that is 

generational, reinforced with systemic and institutional racism.  

 Edna begins her story with a child’s view of a postwar urban trend that has become 

engrained – the “White Flight.” This phenomenon is summarily and powerfully demonstrated – 

The neighborhood is in “decline.” Property values sink as more African-Americans and 

immigrants inhabit the blocks around Edna’s home – More affluent white residents like Aunt 

Margaret are either long gone or moving out throughout the girls’ experiences together. The best 

poor Edna’s parents can muster is a “no coloreds in the house” rule. 

 The dynamics of the “flight,” are pieced together in the book across several chapters. 

From the hand-me-down stereo console, symbolic of Margaret’s old life she is so relieved to 

leave behind, to the slippery segregation of the Girls Scout troops that align themselves with the 

areas in which they live.  

 The “enemy” of the neighborhood is its diversification. Blacks. Immigrants. White Trash. 

They threaten the white picket fence life of  the prejudiced. Yet this in itself is a cruel irony – 

The white picket fence, the American dream, are not exclusive to the Likes of Aunt Margaret. 

The pursuit of the dream brings Bonna to the neighborhood. It brings the Loximanas and 
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Ranette’s family, but is it progress? There are now “boondocks” and “pimp walking.” Aren’t 

these things a better fit in the projects? What has this neighborhood become, and can it be 

revived?  

 The downward progression of Edna’s neighborhood is summarized in The Projects 

chapter. It seems like such an odd, long drive to the projects for Edna. She is almost in a different 

world. In reality, she hasn’t really gone far at all. Edna and Bonna walk home.  

 In the projects, there is direct racial tension on display between children. There is a 

wedge that is palpable, and it is learned. Bonna is an “Unka’ Tom” for bringing Edna there. Edna 

can’t do the “Tighten Up.” 

 The diversification of the neighborhood uncovers an internal conflict across ethnicities – 

What is the “good” life and how do I reconcile that with my cultural identity? For the affluent 

white, does the good life simply exclude those who are different? Why don’t you sing your 

mother’s songs from the Old Country? For the African-American, does “Unka Tom” fight 

against cultural compromise in the face of the “good life,” a life that threatens identity and 

history in a sort of subjugated surrender. For the immigrant, especially non-European, is the 

American dream a mirage? Was it all a façade, and you are exempted from its pursuit? 

 These questions represent struggles that are reinforced by the teachings of elders. 

Elementary teachers who inspire and ask for song are undermined by music teachers who 

segregate. White parents are devastated by interracial babies – Margaret strengthens the divide 

by disowning Ellen and her son. Let that be a lesson to you, Edna. 
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 And let that be a lesson to you too, Bonna. The divide grows with age. Both girls are 

pressured and compelled in the end by not just their elders, but their fellow youth who have 

learned the old lessons. Adolescence, such a defining time, finally defines the relationship. The 

past will not be spoken; the truth about their past will not evidence what “good times” are truly 

possible. Bonna and Edna can not be friends. The Wonderful World will not allow it. 

 

The Don’t Drag Me Down Mix: 

Liner Notes 

 

00:00-2:38 

Baby Let’s Play House (mix)- Arthur Gunter and Elvis, Scotty, and Bill 

Excello Records, 1954 and Sun Records, 1955 

Source: Compilation CD, Elvis Presley: The Sun Years CD 

 

The convergence of musical styles to create Rock and 

Roll are paramount to American popular music. This is 

phenomenon is famous within the annals of Sun records 

(Decca, too). Sam Phillips really just wanted to record 

Mississippi blues men. He got his wish; but he also got 

hassled by the likes of broke white trash from Tupelo who 

aspired to sing gospel, or country boy Arkansans with 

baritone voices… something magical happened. 

  

Although I am taking the lyric “Come back baby, I want to 

play house with you,” out of context, it is a little play on 

words to call out white flight, Edna’s father, and Margaret’s distancing of herself – and the guilt 

that weighs upon them all. 

 

2:38-4:47 

Rock Around the Clock – Bill Haley & His Comets 

Decca Records, 1954 . Source: Greatest Hits CD 

 

 Arguably the first teen sensation rock and roll hit by 

white guys. Too old and corny for Ellen and her friend, tho. If 

I had a night club, you bet your rockin’ shoes this 45 would 

be hanging from a nail. 

Elvis Presley with Scotty Moore, Bill Black, and     
D.J. Fontana performing on The Dorsey Brothers 

Show in March of 1956 
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 I love the old blues shouters like Wynonie Harris and Big Joe Turner. Bill and the 

Comets had an earlier, less successful hit with a cover of Big Joe’s “Shake, Rattle, and Roll” 

A little trivia about that recording: Marshall Lytle played bass for The Comets. Bill Black was a 

bassist by trade and taught Marshall how to play; SRR was Lytle’s early efforts. The upright 

bassist in me just loves The Comets. The slap style and sound is gorgeous. 

 

04:47-8:17 

Tu vuò fà l'americano and Americano(mix) 

1956, 1995 Source: Internet (public domain), Brian Setzer Orchestra Vavoom! CD 

 

 This song is sardonic and sarcastic – It is an indictment on those who abandon their 

cultural identity for the American way. This Italian composition satires the Americano culture 

that began to pervade Italy once the seeds were sown during Operation Husky in WWII. Even 

the “Americano” coffee – watered 

down espresso, comes from this 

time. I like how the watered down 

Italian sums up the Americano. 

 This one was inspired by 

Edna’s grandmother, whose Old 

World songs were hated by the in-

law Margaret, and of course the 

Loximanas, whose seemed so 

strange and foreign to Edna. Truth 

is, they were trying just as hard as anybody else to find their picket fence. 

 A cool thing about BSO, organized by The Stray Cats’ Brian Setzer, is that it 

spearheaded the (unfortunately brief) resurgence of swing and big band in the 90’s. The Stray 

Cats spearheaded a rockabilly revival. Setzer is the man. A music scholar and guitar virtuoso. 

How many guys have headed up a big band with electric guitar? He was the first to do so. 

 

8:17-10:45  

The KKK Took my Baby Away 

The Ramones, 1981 Source: Pleasant Dreams CD 

 

 

 This one is for Margaret. And Ellen. There is 

actually a lot of synergy between punk rock and hip-hop, 

if you listen for it. 

 

10:45-11:17 

Tutti Frutti 

Pat Boone, 1957? 

Source: public domain 

  

  The Whitebread Empire Strikes Back. 

 It is purported that Little Richard absolutely detested the fact that he never held rights to 
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this song, so the likes of Pat Boone could sterilize it, repackage it, and feed it to the white 

teenage masses. Of course, the cool kids kept Little Richard’s version hidden out of their 

parent’s view.  

“I don’t care what people say, Rock and Roll is here to stay” – Danny and the Juniors  

 

11:17-13:28 

Birddog – The Everly Brothers 

Source: The Very Best of The Everly Brothers CD 

 

 Ellen though this song was uncool. I tend to agree with her. It is atrocious. 

 

13:28-16:25 

Chances Are – Johnny Mathis 

Source: Johnny Mathis (compilation vinyl) 

 

 For Edna’s mother. Such a sad chapter. 

 

16:25-19:10 

In Dreams – Roy Orbison 

Source: In Dreams original Monument label LP. 1963. 

 

 I absolutely love Roy Orbison. Edna said her uncle looked 

like the sound of Roy’s voice. He damn sure must have been a hit 

with the ladies, then! As much as I love, love, love Orbison, I 

can’t stand Oh, Pretty Woman. In Dreams is my favorite of all 

his great Monument recordings.  

 

19:11-20:52 

Don’t Drag Me Down (excerpt) Social Disortion 

Source: Live at The Roxy CD, 1998 

 

 I mentioned synergy in punk rock earlier… this is a live performance of a song off of 

Social D’s album White Light, White Heat, White Trash. 

 “Y’know why we called it that? Somethin’ like, ‘You can take the boy out tha’ white 

trash, but you can’t take the white trash out of the boy.” – Mike Ness 

 

For Ranette, and the first verse sums up the primary struggle in The Good Times are Killing Me: 

 

 Children are taught to hate 

 Parents just couldn’t wait 

 Some are rich and some are poor 

 Others will just suffer more 

 Have you ever been ashamed about society trying to bring you down? 

 

 

Yes, I am proud of it. :) 
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20:55-26:05 

Movin’ On Up – The Jefferson’s Theme Song mixed into 

The Ghetto – Too Short 

Source: iTunes 

 

 This song played through my head as I read The Projects chapter.  

  

So much game in a Too $hort rap 

Blacks can't be white and whites can't be black 

Why you wanna act like someone else? 

All you gotta do is just be yourself 

We're all the same color underneath 

Short Dog's in the house you'd better listen to me 

 

 

 

 

26:08-27:36 

Tighten Up – Archie Bell and The Drells (exerpt) 

Source: iTunes 

 I can’t do the “Tighten Up” and neither can Edna. 

 

27:36-28:53 

Guilty of Being White – Minor Threat 

Source: Minor Threat Complete Discography CD, Dischord Records 1989 

 

 More punk rock synergy. Minor Threat 

was formed in D.C. in 1980. They were the most 

notable band of the punk “straight edge” 

movement, which emphasized being drug-free, 

alcohol-free, and abstinence. Minor Threat 

rejected the social pressures of conformity, 

institutional discrimination, and, of course, 

growing up.  This one is for Edna and Bonna 

both – they had to grow up… 

 

 

“I’m sorry something I didn’t do. I lynched somebody, but I don’t know who” 

“I’m a convict of a racist crime. I’ve only done nineteen years of my time.” 

 

28:54-31:11 
What a Wonderful World – Louis Armstrong 

Source: iTunes 

 

 Ain’t it tho? This is Edna’s song. 


